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Ramp Check!

the subject: R. Patrick Phillips, James Ramsey, and Scott Williams. A RAMP WHAT? A ramp check. You and your aircraft getting checked on the ramp. 
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EXPERT PANEL WHAT THE PROS KNOW



Ramp Check! How to survive an FAA inspection BY GREG LASLO



IF YOU BELIEVE THE legends, it’s like the showdown at the O.K. Corral: A pilot and an FAA safety inspector face off, with an airman certiﬁcate hanging in the balance. It’s no wonder we come out with guns blazing when we’re faced with an FAA ramp check. But hold your powder, partner. Most of the stories are just that—tall tales. We’re out to set the record straight about what’s involved, what you need to do, and how you can protect yourself. We consulted three aviation attorneys who are experts on the subject: R. Patrick Phillips, James Ramsey, and Scott Williams. A RAMP WHAT?



A ramp check. You and your aircraft getting checked on the ramp (or somewhere thereabouts) by a FAA inspector. It’s a straightforward, but often misunderstood, procedure where the inspector examines your pilot documents, your aircraft’s paperwork, and the general airworthiness of both. The FAA does this for one reason: Safety. “They’re trying to verify three basic things,” Williams says. “One, that the person actually has a certiﬁcate. Two, that his or her medical is current. And three, that all other aspects of the FARs are being complied with.” Those ﬁrst two are legitimate public-safety issues: If you’re not legal, you shouldn’t be ﬂying. The third, ensures that everything else is legit—that is, if there’s a 500-foot overcast, and you’re getting ready to ﬂy off without an instrument rating, someone should stop you. Either you just won the “normal surveillance” lottery, or someone tipped the FAA off about you. “They can do it if they observe an unsafe operation or if they’re notiﬁed by ATC or anyone else of an unsafe operation,” Ramsey says. Even if you’re squeaky clean, they
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might still check your airplane if they suspect someone else of shenanigans—say, your mechanic—and they’re pursuing a case against him, Phillips says. WHAT ARE THEY LOOKING FOR?



FAA Order 8900.1, Volume 6, Chapter 1, Section 4 outlines how inspectors should conduct the procedure. It starts with an examination of some speciﬁc documents. First, yours: Your pilot certiﬁcate and current medical. Normally, this is pretty straightforward. However, if you have a requirement to wear corrective lenses and you forgot your glasses, it may be problematic. The inspector will want to see aircraft documents, too. These include the N number and registration (to ensure they match), radio station license, ﬂight manual (as well as appropriate markings and placards), weight-and-balance information, and airworthiness certiﬁcate. Next, the inspector will check the aircraft. “He’ll give the outside of the aircraft an overview, much like you would on a preﬂight,” Ramsey says. While there’s not much you can do to stop the exterior inspection, he may ask to see the inside of the aircraft. You can deny
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him; he’s not authorized to enter your aircraft—or your hangar for that matter — without your permission. Or, you can let him check, for example, your ELT, VORs, seats, and seat belts. “Obviously, if you deny him entry into the airplane, he’s going to assume there’s a problem,” Phillips says. “He’s going to look closer to determine what that problem may be.” THE FAA CAN DO THIS?



Uh, yeah. An inspector is entitled to see documentation for you and your aircraft and inspect the aircraft for safety issues if he thinks you’re going ﬂying—or if you’ve already been. “If you don’t comply with the ramp check, and you’re not reasonably accommodating to what are reasonable requests, it’s going to get ugly,” Williams says. But that “reasonable request” part is key. An inspector can’t cause you to miss an appointment, and while he may ask for your logbook, most aviation attorneys recommend against carrying it with you unless you hold a sport pilot or Which brings us to this: recreational certiﬁcate (in which case, it contains the endorseDon’t be a jerk. You’ll lose. ments you need to show you can ﬂy in various situations). If you don’t have it, it’s okay to say that. You’ll just have to sort out how he’ll get copies in a reasonable amount of time (usually three days if you’re close to home) to verify you’ve received a ﬂight review or conducted the requisite number of approaches in the previous six months. He also can’t follow you home. That actually requires a search warrant, and if he has that, you have bigger problems than a ramp check. Williams advises accurately updating your logbook prior to showing it to the FAA. Furthermore, the inspector is only asking to see your pilot and medical certiﬁcates; to Williams, that means you don’t have to hand them over. If the inspector insists on holding them, Williams suggests saying it’s “for inspection purposes; this is not a surrender.” It may sound like splitting hairs, but a “misunderstanding” here could be signiﬁcant. SO SHOULD I BE SCARED?



Probably not, but you should be courteous and professional—and maybe a little cautious, too. We live in a funny world. If somebody walks up to you at the airport and ﬁres off a bunch of questions, ask for identiﬁcation. An FAA inspector must show his credentials. If he can’t produce any ID, don’t talk to him—and call the FAA. If he does show ID, ask politely what triggered the ramp check. Ask, too, if you can have a witness; chances are he won’t mind, provided you’re not challenging his authority. Which brings us to this: Don’t be a jerk. You’ll lose. “I’d walk up to the inspector and say, ‘I appreciate what you do, keeping us, and the public, safe. I’m here to help you however I can,’” Williams says. That goes over well with 99 percent of the inspectors who are doing the right things for the right reasons. If it’s just your lucky day— inspectors are just out looking at airplanes—most will do their job, maybe point something out, and be on their way, Ramsey says. But don’t be too cooperative. Don’t volunteer information when the inspector asks “ﬁshing-expedition questions,” Williams says. If he wonders why your ﬂight manual isn’t current, tell him you thought it was. It may be, and he’s just gaming you to shake you up



and see what spills out. Likewise, this isn’t the time to admit, “Gosh, maybe I’m not current.” Beg off answering until you can review your logbook—which, of course, the inspector will want to do, too. And if you forgot your pilot certiﬁcate or medical certiﬁcate, ’fess up, Phillips says. It happens frequently enough, and frankly, the information is easy to look up. Better yet, if you know you don’t have them with, don’t ﬂy.
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WHAT HAPPENS IF I FAIL?



If there is a problem, the severity determines the course of action. “The inspector has broad discretion as to whether he’s going to give you a friendly warning, or a letter, or, in some cases, a formal citation,” Williams says. That is, if he gave you an airworthiness violation, and you ﬁxed it before you ﬂew again, that may be the end of it. Or he may take “administrative action” by sending you a warning letter that stays in your ﬁle for two years. Or, if it’s severe enough, he may commence enforcement actions, including certiﬁcate revocation if, say, he believed you were in violation of the eight-hour bottle-to-throtFROM TOP: R. Patrick tle rule. In that case, you’re in big Phillips, co-chair of trouble—and you should be. That’s the “black” in black-and-white. the EAA Legal Advisory But, there are shades of gray. Flying a Council in Orlando; rental aircraft without a ﬂight manual is a James Ramsey, of good example. If you’re stopped during preCooling-Herbers, P.C., ﬂight, and you haven’t had a chance to look specializes in certiﬁfor it yet, the inspector likely won’t hold that cation and regulatory against you. If you’ve already ﬂown the airissues in Kansas City; plane that day, though, he may consider it. If Scott Williams specialyou own the aircraft or built it, obviously izes in pilot-certiﬁcation there’s no one else to blame. and aircraft-ownership If something goes wrong, you’ll need regulations in Thousand some help. That’s where the EAA Legal Oaks, California. Advisory Council comes in. Call EAA’s Information Services staff (920-426-4821) and they will refer you to the council member closest to you. That attorney will help you decide the most prudent course of action, and if you need counsel, he or she will help you ﬁnd a qualiﬁed attorney in your area. But it’s not likely to ever get that far. If you’ve got a good airplane and you’ve got your paperwork, you’ll be on your way sooner than later—and both you and the inspector will part ways happily. “Even the worst of the inspectors isn’t going to be able to make something out of nothing,” Ramsey says. “There’s nothing to fear.” Greg Laslo, EAA 9004198, is a pilot, writer, and editor in Kansas City. He’s not with the FAA, but he’s here to help.
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Ramp Check! 

It's no wonder we come out with guns blazing when we're faced with an FAA ramp check. .... Likewise, this isn't the time to admit, â€œGosh, maybe I'm not current.
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Manufacturing Check Sheet for Paragliders Piece Check 

Nom. -2 cm -1 cm. 0 cm. +1 cm +2 cm -2 cm -1 cm. 0 cm. +1 cm +2 cm Nom. -2 cm -1 cm. 0 cm. +1 cm +2 cm -2 cm -1 cm. 0 cm. +1 cm +2 cm Nom. -2 cm -1 cm.
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Manufacturing Check Sheet for Paragliders Piece Check 

Glider Type: XD 46 S - Targa3 S. Serial No.: Rev. No.: 1. Date: 26.05.2006. Line lengths [cm]. R. Area. No. A. B. C. Left. Right. Left. Right. Left. Right. Nom. -2 c m.
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Line Check Sheet for Paragliders Piece Check 

Glider Type: UP XC14 Summti XCÂ² L (LTF/EN C). Serial No.: 4. Date: 18.07.2011. Line lengths [mm]. R. Area. No. A. B. C. Left. Right. Left. Right. Left. Right. Nom.
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Check Valve 

NBR. 5. FPM. Code Nominal size ... Pressure relief valve. Design series. Seal. Options. Drain line. Nominal size. Code ..... Technical Data / Characteristic Curves.
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Lecture 4. Ramp and Signal Generation 

DT021/4 Electronic Systems – Lecture 4: Ramp & Signal Generation. 2. .... Solution. ▫ I1 and I2 are matched current sources. I1. I2. Sine-. Shaper. +1 ... produces a linear variation in capacitor voltage with time : ... An auxiliary discharge transis
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Check list 03.pdf 

Ched how much hive, and that MyMi nistop through the intr o n airplane is wikih inland full vector and properly word. minahk checklist that can with your That ...
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Check list 01.pdf 

And that's fora normallAllah. If Thischeckla diarrhea has infectedallar mething unul happen there are 7 more les bocheckor peneral ion from large cabin bu.
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diva lines (check) - Para2000 

Apr 26, 2017 - Nbr cells. (total). Full Span. 12468. 5 daN. 2%. 1/2 Trailing Edge. 6233 .... 7183. -50. 7195. 8. 7413. 7416. 3. 7395. 7398. 3. 7415. 7404. -11.
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pre-check - CapHector 

is that you connect to the vehicle an OBD II scan ... TOYOTA hand-held tester to DLC3 on the vehicle. ... another vehicle, inspect DLC3 on the original vehicle.
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check against delivery 

Or, il y a un point sur lequel je suis convaincue que les positions convergent, et c'est que le TraitÃ© sur l'interdiction des armes nuclÃ©aires n'entre pas en conflit ...
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MAIN POWER SUPPLY CHECK 

before AQR_ON switch to low. 5. No. Yes. Yes. 5. 3. Check. Horizontal. Deflection. Check. uP-Part. PS. Correct. MAIN POWER SUPPLY CHECK. Not correct ...
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Check Those Oil Leaks 

it in the "Miniplane", I wanted to taxi test the airplane and run the engine long enough to gradually seat the rings. I no doubt ran it too long in this process and the.
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Manufacturing Check Sheet for Paragliders Piece Check - Para2000 

Glider Type: UP Makalu 2 S (XA 37S). Serial No.: Rev. No.: 2. Date: 13.02.2004. Line lengths [cm]. R. Area. No. A. B. C. Left. Right. Left. Right. Left. Right. Nom.
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pre-check - CapHector 

Yes. Only wireless function (Remote control) will not operate. (If a new transmitter or a transmitter of the same type that works properly with the vehicle is not ...
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Gizmo Check Sheet .fr 

2. Shock Rating. Boosted System. Value. Booster. Boosted. System. Compensated. Shock Rating. Compensated. DN Modifier. Current Shock. Rating. Current.
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check-list quotidienne avertissements 

SOIGNANTS EN BURN OUT: DÃ©placez sur la case En. CongÃ© tous les Soignants en Burn out (s'il y en a). ENTRETIEN: DÃ©faussez les cartes Patient. Remettez.
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pre-check - caphector.com 

(TOYOTA hand-held tester only). (See step 2). â€¢. *2 trip detection logic: When a malfunction is first detected, the malfunc- tion is temporarily stored in the ECM ...
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Check-list - ANR 

Avez-vous bien déposé, en annexe, un document scientifique au format Word, ... Les données du document scientifique (budgétaires, administratives, etc.) ...
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Check-out Procedure 

If a parent is coming to collect a student in person, then the signature can be obtained on collection of the student. Finally, please be aware that the final decision ...
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Internet Check-In 

bagages Ã  main, rendez-vous Ã  la porte d'embarquement. // If you are traveling with hand baggage only, go to the boarding gate. DERNIER APPEL. LAST CALL.
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Check-out Procedure 

We understand that checking out is a privilege based on trust, and that violating that trust will result in the loss of student's checkout privilege. Nous comprenons ...
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transmission oil level check 

the owner's manual covers those items which should be ..... instructions on the box, or by 1/4 to 1/2 turn ; ...... valve grinding compound and a valve grinding tool.
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transmission oil level check 

Note: This check is usually performed by a Yamaha dealer after the first 600 ... D Change the engine oil (Section 7) ...... from the electrical components and intake ...... the Woodruff key, and making sure they ...... Set the carburettors on a sheet
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